
RC4WD Trail Finder 3 RTR W/ Mojave II Hard Body Set

Experience one of the most realistic scale trucks on the market, The RC4WD Trail Finder 
3 RTR W/ Mojave II Hard Body Set. This model delivers authentic aesthetics and
scale supremacy with our first ever steel, c-channel chassis rails on an RC Truck. These
stamped steel chassis rails are strong and designed to accurately imitate a full-size
truck frame! Featuring aluminium structural crossmembers and a black nylon center
skid plate, this chassis comes built with an emphasis on durability. Discover the
balanced driving experience on this model with its low center of gravity and tapered
front to back chassis. Realistic, durable, and stable, this RC truck is sure to provide
true trailing adventures!

The Trail Finder 3 RTR W/ Mojave II Hard Body Set comes with a glossy white,
plastic-injection molded body. Under the body, there's an array of cosmetic engine
details. The modular engine that houses the motor comes equipped with a bundle of
molded engine parts. These molded parts include a water pump, valve cover, cylinder
head, and even a removable oil cap! The engine housing features 3 different motor
mounting positions, allowing for the installation of 3 different pinion gears: 11T, 12T,
and 13T. Top it all off with a molded 22R engine code label adjacent to an RC4WD
logo for added authenticity.

The 2-speed transmission replicates the function of a true transmission, with the
gearbox possessing a lower gear for greater torque and a higher gear for more
speed. Hardened steel gears and stable shifting parts securely transmit power from
the transmission to the driveline. This results in complete control when tackling
obstacles and steep climbs. Near the axles, u-bolts attach the leaf springs, recreating
the setup of a real truck.

Don't miss out! Get your own Trail Finder 3 RTR W/ Mojave II Body and experience
the exclusive chassis, engine, 2-speed transmission, and suspension now!

MOJAVE II BODY IN GLOSS WHITE
REALISTIC STEEL C-CHANNEL CHASSIS
22R SCALE ENGINE
W56 2-SPEED TRANSMISSION WITH TRANSFER CASE
YOTA II ULTIMATE SCALE CAST AXLES
TWISTER HIGH TORQUE METAL GEAR DIGITAL SERVO
RC4WD ULTIMATE SCALE SHOCKS
MARLIN CRAWLER SIDE PLASTIC SLIDERS
RC4WD MARLIN CRAWLER FRONT PLASTIC TUBE BUMPER
RC4WD MARLIN CRAWLER REAR PLASTIC TUBE BUMPER
OEM 6-LUG STAMPED STEEL 1.55" BEADLOCK WHEELS (WHITE)
COMPASS M/T 1.55" SCALE TIRES
540 CRAWLER BRUSHED MOTOR 45T
OUTCRY III WATERPROOF ESC
6-CELL 3000MAH NIMH BATTERY PACK
NIMH PEAK BATTERY CHARGER
XR3 3-CHANNEL 2.4GHZ TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER RADIO
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RC4WD Trail Finder 3 RTR W/ Mojave II Hard Body Set



The transfer case and transmission are a fully 
integrated system. This accurately imitates the 
powertrain layout of a full-size truck and is 
exclusive to the TF3! This transfer case is also 
fully compatible with our over/under transfer 
case gears.

The 2 speed transmission not only looks like a real 
transmission, but performs like one as well. With 2 oper-
ational speeds, this transmission will deliver terrain 
adaptability and increased control. Whether it’s 
low-speed technical mobility or high-speed forward 
power, this transmission comes fitted with versatility.

Expect smooth shifting and synchronization 
from the waterproof, low profile, Shifting Servo.

Hardened steel gears and high-quality shifting parts 
stabilize this RC Truck. This helps in climbing obstacles 
and provides lockdown grip on technical or steep 
terrains. Optional overdrive gears are available.

This 4x4 scale RC comes fitted with the Yota 2 axles, 
one of the most intricate scale axles we offer! These 
axles come with innovative details, like 8-degree 
knuckles, removable diff cover and a compact offset 
pumpkin.



The chassis frame has a low center of gravity for 
added balance and stability when crawling or 
maneuvering through tough terrain. With devoted 
detail, the chassis rails are sculpted to mimic an 
actual truck frame, with it having a wide back and 
narrow front.

The Trail Finder 3 comes with our 80mm Ultimate 
Scale Shocks in silver. Machined from billet 
aluminum and internally sprung, these shocks 
are designed with scale looks and ultimate 
performance.

Every truck needs a set of tires and wheels, and the 
Trail Finder 3 comes equipped with our white OEM 
6-Lug Stamped Steel 1.55" Beadlock Wheels wrapped 
in our Compass M/T 1.55" Scale Tires. Our tires are 
made of our X2S3 compound, perfect for delivering 
the traction you need to cross the roughest terrain.

The steering servo is mounted mid ship on the 
chassis and utilizes a bell crank to turn the front 
tires.

Leaf springs are mounted to the axles via u-bolts, 
further adding to the scale accuracy.



This TF3 RTR comes with the XR3 3 channel 
2.4Ghz radio system. This radio’s third channel 
is suited for winch control and enhances the 
liveliness of your adventure!

This TF3 RTR is powered by the nearly indestructible 
RC4WD 45 Turn Crawler Motor. With its sealed 
end bell for increased durability and long lasting 
performance, this motor is sure to provide ideal 
performance.

This TF3 RTR features the popular RC4WD Outcry III 
Waterproof ESC Brushed Speed Controller with 
built-in drag brake which provides reliable, consistent 
power on demand. 

Confidently carry out challenging steering tasks 
with the Twister High Torque Metal Gear Digital 
Servo.

It's ALL in the box! Everything you need is 
provided to get you on the trails today!



On the outside of the molded engine block, enjoy 
the 22R Official engine code label and RC4WD 
logo.

Our Trail Finder 3 features front and rear Plastic 
Tube Bumpers and Side Plastic Sliders from Marlin 
Crawler to complete the truck's off-road look!

There are also 3 different motor mounting positions 
that allow for 3 different pinion gears: 11T, 12T and 
13T. 

The TF3 engine housing and transmission come 
fully loaded with scale detail. The plastic engine 
motor housing comes packed with a bundle of 
engine molds like a water pump, valve cover, 
cylinder head and removable oil cap.

The Mojave II body is molded from high quality 
ABS plastic. It features many painted details 
including window surrounds and flat black bed a 
realistic appearance. All of the lights can be 
installed with an LED kit. 



W56 Transmission Transfer Case 
2 Speed
Wide Steel : 48 Pitch
Internal Gears 
1st Gear Ratio = 3.47:1
2nd Gear Ratio = 1.27:1
Transfer Case Gears : 32 Pitch

Yota II Ultimate Scale Cast Axles
Ratio: 15/40 = 2.67:1
Width at Hex (Using 4mm TF2 
Hexes): 178.2mm

Trail Finder 3 Chassis
Features: Stamped Steel Construction

Drive Shafts
High Quality Plastic Material
High Quality Steel Yokes

Wheels
Type: OEM 6-Lug Stamped Steel 
1.55" Beadlock Wheels (White)
Hub: 12mm Hex
Width: 0.85in / 21.5mm
OD: 1.87in / 47.6mm

TF3 Truck Dimensions
Wheelbase: 287.00mm (11.30")
Width: 215.00mm (8.46")
Height: 217.48mm (8.56")
Ground Clearance: 66.63mm (2.62")

Final Drive Ratio
1st Gear: 9.27:1
2st Gear: 3.40:1

215.00MM (8.46")

531.60MM (20.92'')

217.48MM (8.56")

215.00MM (8.46")
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